If the image <p(A) of a normal operator A on a separable Hilbert space % is a diagonal operator for some nonzero representation <p of B(%) (that annihilates the compact operators), then A must itself be a diagonal operator on % (with countable spectrum). This yields an "algebraic" characterization of the closure of the range of a derivation induced by a diagonal operator.
Introduction.
If A is a bounded normal operator on a separable Hilbert space % can one find a faithful C*-representation <p of the full algebra %(%) of all bounded linear operators on % such that the eigenvectors of cp(A) span the representation space %v, that is, such that cp(A) is a diagonal operator on %vl The question was raised by B. E. Johnson in connection with some work on derivations [4] . Our purpose here is to supply the answer: only if A is already a diagonal operator on X We show also that cp(A) is a diagonal operator for a nonzero representation cp of 9>(%) that annihilates the compact operators if and only if A is a diagonal operator with countable spectrum.
The nondiagonalizability result as just stated hardly seems surprising. But it is interesting to note that the proof seems to require a deep result only recently discovered. Moreover, Johnson's question is reasonable because an affirmative answer would provide a satisfying result about derivations, or better, because Berberian [1] has shown that one can find a faithful representation <p of tS>(%) such that each point of the spectrum of cp(A) is an eigenvalue.
2. Diagonalizability. For A G <$>(%) we shall denote by 8A the inner derivation X -* AX -XA on <S>(X) and by % the ideal of compact operators on 3C Theorem 1. Let A be a normal operator on a separable Hilbert space %. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a nonzero representation cp of$>(%) on a Hilbert space %v (not necessarily faithful) such that cp(A) is a diagonal operator on % .
(2) A is a diagonal operator on %. Hence \/(p(Z) e, = 0 for each / so that cp(Z) = 0. Thus Z £ ker(<p) C % because DC is separable. Thus (1) => (3). We complete the proof by showing (4) => (2), or what is the same, that if A is not a diagonal operator then $i(8A)~ contains an infinite rank projection. By replacing A with its restriction to the orthocomplement of the span of its eigenvectors, there is no loss of generality in assuming that A itself has no eigenvectors.
Let B be the direct sum of countably many copies of A acting in the usual way on the space % = %®%® %® ■ ■ ■. Then by a theorem of I. D. Berg [2] there is a unitary transformation U mapping % onto % and a compact operator K on % such that U~x BU = A + K. Now A and B have no eigenvalues and consequently 61,(5^)" and §L(5B)r espectively contain all the compact operators on % and % respectively [6] . Hence ^i8A)~ = l/_191(<5b)~U. Also, for the same reason, if 7*0 is any nonzero projection of finite rank, we can choose a sequence Xn E <$>i%) such that ||5^ iXn) -P01| < n~\ Let Xn be the direct sum of countably many copies of Xn and let P be the direct sum of as many copies of P0. Then \\8BiXn) -P\\ < n~l so that P £ <3l(Sg)~, and consequently, P = U PU is a projection of infinite rank in l3l(84)~.
Essential diagonalizability.
A diagonal operator A on a separable space % has only countably many eigenvalues of course, but the spectrum itself can be any prescribed compact subset of the plane. However, if A is also diagonalizable by a representation of the Calkin algebra, there is a severe restriction on the spectrum. The first assertion of the next theorem was pointed out to me by C. Foia §. Theorem 2. Let A be a normal operator on a separable Hilbert space X (7) If (p(A) is a diagonal operator for some nonzero representation (p of *$>(%) with (pi%) = 0, then the spectrum of A is countable.
(2) Conversely, if A has countable spectrum, then (p{A) is a diagonal operator for any nonzero representation (p ofS>i%).
Proof. (1) Suppose that the spectrum oiA) of A is not countable. Then there is a continuous measure ft with support contained in oiA) [5, p. 176] . (For example, take ju. = v °/_1 where v is Haar measure on the compact abelian group G = {0,1} and/is a homeomorphism from G into oiA)) Let B0 be the operator defined by multiplication by the independent variable in L2(ju). Then A and B = B0 © A have the same essential spectrum, so that by Berg's theorem [2] there is a unitary operator U from L2(jti) © % onto % and a compact operator K with UBU~X = A + K. But then (piUBU~l) = (piA + K) = (piA) is diagonal so that (Theorem 1) UBU~l, and therefore B itself, is diagonal. This is a contradiction since B0 has no eigenvalues. 
